Devrite Construction Testimonial – January 2010.

Dear Jay, Ron & the Devrite Team,
We would like to take this opportunity to let you know how much we appreciated the
support and service you provided in building our dream home. Throughout the
process, we were able to contact the office at any time, which was very comforting
and reassuring. Fiona and I now reflect on the experience, and both of us believe Ron
added immeasurable value through his practical advice and unconditional access to
him during the process. Jay and the rest of the Devrite team also work extremely well
together, and offered great support. Your service (during & after) and attention to
detail and quality is second to none.
For anyone reading this, we were like most people, and started our journey thinking
“should we build or should we sell our block and not have the hassle”. Like most
people, we looked at many builders, had many quotes and rough designs, but probably
the most important thing, we sought out 'word of mouth' as a recommendation.
We discovered Devrite Construction by accident through a recommendation of a work
colleague, who knew someone who had recently built with Devrite Construction, (a
company we had not heard of), and were glowing in their comments about them.
We met the couple who kindly showed us their home, and had only phrase for Devrite,
so we investigated them further. It didn't take us long to feel at ease with Ron and Jay,
and before long we had met their designer and agreed to sign up.
The process of building is never without some worry, as it is a major investment of
time, money and emotional fortitude. However, dealing directly with the builder
cannot be underestimated. Ron is always close at hand to reassure, suggest options
and oversee the whole building process, so as to remove much of our concerns.
The trades Devrite employ are exceptional. Everyone who has watched the building
progress has commented on finishes such as the grano work, brickies, plastering and
finishing trades. The person that laid our wood floors commented that he has never
come across such straight walls and well finished stairs in five years of laying floors
(a simple comment that reinforced how we felt about the quality).
We have lived in the house for about five months now, and we still pinch ourselves as
to the design and quality of the build.
We are happy to recommend Devrite to anyone thinking of building.

Yours sincerely
Neil and Fiona
Sorrento

